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ABOUT
FOREWORD :

Introduction
"Day after day, it seems that through its accessibility, its completeness,
its free access, its diversity, digital technology offers the guarantees of
an ideal cultural landscape". David Lacombled/ Digital Citizen
Many opportunities are available to us in the digital era, enabling us to
dream, hope for a better life, and total freedom. But as usual, one of these
opportunities, the most trendiest at the moment, is not available to everyone:
“decentralized finance through blockchain.”
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Introduction
Blockchain is one of the technologies that are really able to decentralize finance
in the world's poorest countries, boost the growth of developing countries
and revolutionize the digital economy worldwide. This financial revolution
that began in 2008 with the creation of bitcoin is currently conquering the world
of finance.
Currently, to interact with this technology and its multiple functions, namely:
Decentralized Finance, Token, Nun Fungible Tokens (NTF), Trading, etc.
Majority of users encounter many difficulties because of the inaccessibility of adequate
tools designed without taking into account the realities of the increasingly marginalized
countries. Among those problems, we can mention lack of tools bridging digital
currencies and local currencies and lack of training tools taking into account
the majority of users who are most of the time amateurs in digital tools use, etc.
Those are some of the reasons why we decided to set up the BRYO Xchange (Bcoin)
ecosystem, a product powered by BRYO Corp Startup (a firm specialized in software
deployement, digital solutions, blockchain engineering, and financial technology).
The ecosystem aims at making blockchain available to everyone, providing the necessary
tools and knowledge to all those persons seeking financial freedom who, not knowing
how to do it, lose much money.
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BRYO Xchange Coin
INTRODUCING BCOIN

INTRODUCING
BRYO Xchange Coin AKA Bcoin is the token that will be used in the BRYO Xchange
ecosystem. Its smart contract has been designed with the attributes of Ethereum
blockchain and has been deployed on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) to link exchanges
within BRYO Xchange and more.
Thanks to its smart contract, which (2) significant firms (specialized in smart contracts
certification) are also auditing, Bcoin promises a better future, fluidity, transparency,
and total security to its users.
Apart from its highly prioritized use in the BRYO Xchange ecosystem, the Bcoin is also
a store of value, a means payment, a tool for financial independence around the world
and especially for developing countries around the globe through the revolutionary
payment system BPay (see below).

INTRODUCING BCOIN
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BRYO Xchange Coin
INTRODUCING BCOIN

Bcoin is also :

MORE THAN JUST A PAYMENT METHOD
A BLOCKCHAIN-BASED PROJECT

To support and boost the digital economy through decentralized finance,
BRYO Xchange makes tokenization accessible to the general public to create
and manage their tokens, NFTs, and other digital products to facilitate decentralized
finance in Africa.

SUPPORTED BY THE WHOLE WORLD

BRYO Xchange aims to decentralize finance to a never-seen level in the world,
people with an social inclusion values who dream of financial freedom support Bcoin.

BASIC VALUES AND MEANS OF PAYMENT

We base Bcoin on the most effective uses of blockchain, such as transparency, security,
speed, store of value, and decentralized means of payment.

INTRODUCING BCOIN
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BRYO Xchange Coin
INTRODUCING BCOIN

BLOCKCHAIN AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
TRANSPARENCY AND LEGITIMACY

According to international regulations, the BRYO Xchange team is fully transparent
throughout the project to ensure sustainable development and legitimacy.
SCALABLE EXCHANGE PLATFORM

To achieve its ultimate goal in decentralizing finance in Africa via blockchain.
BRYO Xchange attaches considerable importance to research and innovation.
A TOOL FOR ALL

BRYO Xchange aims to make of the blockchain a tool for everyone thanks
to its BTerminal mechanism that allows you to create, manage and interact
with blockchain as easily as a social network profile today.
Some examples of how one can use the Bcoin ecosystem:
On BRYO Xchange v1 and v2, Bcoin allows you to reduce significantly your
trading and exchange fees significantly because it pairs with the most available
currencies.
On BLearn, Bcoin enables users to pay for pieces of training or take them for
free by staking their cryptocurrencies.
On BFinance, Bcoin allows users to participate in crowdfunding, farming,
Launchpad, and staking.
On BTerminal, users can pay with Bcoin during the creation process of their tokens.
On BPay, the Bcoin is at the core of all transactions.

INTRODUCING BCOIN
BRYO Corp
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BRYO Xchange Coin
THE ECOSYSTEM

To achieve our goals and deserve the trust of our investors and partners,
we offer you the most advanced, innovative, and complete ecosystem.
Remind that transparency, freedom, and security are the values governing
the ecosystem.

THE ECOSYSTEM
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BRYO Xchange v1
BRYO Xchange v1 is the exchange
platform that allows everyone to
buy, sell and exchange all
cryptocurrencies and other digital
currencies.

E.g.
Buy : FCFA - EURO - DOLLAR - BTC
Sell : BTC - FCFA, EURO DOLLAR
Exchange : BTC - ETH
Thanks to its very advanced partnership system, it ensures liquidity is almost available at any time.
It also offers a simple, fast, and secure exchange space to all.
The partnership system also allows:
P2P cryptocurrency merchants to professionalize their activities and earn a better living from their
business.
Users: to create a passive income.
How does it work?
Once on your BRYO Xchange v1 dashboard:
click on become a partner,
Fill in the KYC (Identity and Address Verification)
Click on the “sell your digital currencies” option (P2P Seller)
Choose the currency and put the amount/number of $/piece
put your selling price
Choose under which deadline you want to be paid,
validate and go to deposit.

(At the due date, the money is automatically credited to your account, and you can withdraw
it at any time)
Click on the “provide liquidity” option (Individual, Other),
Choose the currency,
Set the amount, your interest rate, the mode (Flexible*, Lock*), the due date,
validate, and proceed to deposit.
At the due date the money will be automatically credited to your account, and you can withdraw
it at any time)
Click on the option to provide liquidity (Individual, Other),
Choose the currency,
Set the amount, your interest rate, the mode (Flexible*, Lock*), the maturity,
Validate and go to deposit. At due date ,

If it is on *lock mode*: the money will be automatically credited to your account, and you can
withdraw it at any time.
If it is on *flexible mode*:you can request a withdrawal at any time without waiting for the deadline.
Your account will be credited within 24hrs, and you can withdraw at any time.
The straightforward interface of BRYO Xchange V1 allows anyone to trade without any extensive
knowledge of the blockchain.
BRYO Corp
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BRYO Xchange v2
A trading platform for beginners

A trading platform for beginners.
It is one of the best trading platforms thanks to its accessibility to information,
quality-price ratio, connectivity, and trading tools adapted to the market’s current
needs and fast order executions with no hidden fees (highly optimized fees).
In addition to all these benefits, BRYO Xchange V1 is the #1 exchange platform in
terms of security for users' funds because an experienced security team is dedicated.
It also has a digital art gallery (NFTs Market) to allow its users to buy and sell NFTs,
including local currencies and international currencies .

BRYO Xchange v2
Directed by BRYO Corp Sarl
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BLearn
The first fully secured and
decentralized e-learning
platform

The first fully secured and decentralized e-learning platform
Whether you're new, an amateur, or a professional, it's always vital to get trained.
Through BCOIN LEARN, we offer you educational products, including interactive,
digital training content via media accessible to all.
To bring you the best in the field of crypto-currencies, financial markets, trading,
investment, personal development, entrepreneurship, and leadership, the available
education materials on the platform will be rated by the community to keep only
the best in each field.
Access these different pieces of training for free, by staking, and by paying with
crypto (Bcoin).
For Trainers/Coaches: BLearn is an ideal opportunity to better earn a living
from their knowledge, in a more professional way, regardless of geographical
limits, with an unlimited number of students.
For Students/Amateurs/Hobbyists: it is an opportunity to access various
high-quality training to take their skills to the next level.

BLearn
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BFinance
BFinance is your platform for
collaborative financing and
decentralized finance.

How does collaborative financing work?
Entrepreneurs/Project holders/Start-Ups submit their projects. An audit team will
contact them and assess the project to decide if it matches the criteria.
(The selection criteria will be published as soon as we launch BFinance)
Once the project is available on BFinance with details such as the duration of the project,
the capital needed and the time before dividends are shared, the community will be
able to invest (finance the project) and receive in return some shares (Share, Token, NFTs).
After financing, the monitoring team takes over and follows the project to guarantee
the return on the community's investments and to allow other projects to be funded
in their turn. Note that the analysis and monitoring system will be entirely decentralized
and transparent.
How does decentralized finance work?
BFinance has a D'Apps to allow its users to earn passive income and other Tokens by
staking, participating in Farming and Launchpad of new projects.

BFinance
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BTerminal

Blockchain at the reach of all.

Thanks to a fluid, intuitive interface accessible to all, create and manage your
crypto-currencies in a few clicks. Also, enjoy the straight listing of your cryptos
on BRYO Xchange v1 and v2.
Also, create Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) accessible to the public via the NFT Marketspace
of BRYO Xchange.

BTerminal
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BPay

BPay

The symbol of financial
sovereignty

The symbol of financial sovereignty
Also considered the digital economy revolution in Africa, BPay is about fluid,
fast, and secure exchanges.
Its payment devices (Bluetooth, 4G), electronic card, and mobile application allow :
merchants to get paid in digital currencies. It also offers them several other
advantages (such as risk minimization, carriage of large sums of money), facilitates
exchanges, and helps them save considerable time.
It allows buyers to pay their bills and other purchases in stores with their digital
currencies (Bcoin, Stable coin) without making any currency exchanges.
How does it work?
After purchasing using his smartphone and mobile application, the buyer scans
the QR code generated by the merchant's box. The funds will be automatically
debited from his account, and a payment invoice is systematically generated.
With the electronic card linked to his account, the user can also pay his bills
to the merchant or make withdrawals at ATMs (panel understudy).
The security, transparency, and speed of these transactions will be essentially
driven by blockchain technology.
BPay also allows sending money to or receiving it from anywhere in the world
with totally optimized fees.

BPay
BRYO Corp
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BApp

The entire BRYO Xchange
ecosystem at your fingertips

The BApp mobile application is ergonomic, secure, and scalable. Thanks to its
Android and iOS versions, users have access to the entire BRYO Xchange
ecosystem from their mobile phones.

BApp
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BRYO Xchange

Bcoin tokenomics
Token Name: BRYO Xchange Coin
Token Symbol: Bcoin
Total Supply : 16.000.000
Max Supply : 16.000.000
Type : BEP-20
Blockchain : Binance Smart Chain

Bcoin Tokens Distribution
Private sale : 10%
Public sale (ICO): 20%
Marketing : 10%
Team & advisory board:8%
Strategy & development:20%
Partners: 5%
Liquidity : 4%
Reserves : 18%
Staking rewards : 5%
Private sale
Public sale (ICO)
Marketing
Team & advisory board
Strategy & development
Partners
Liquidity
Reserves
Staking rewards

BRYO Xchange
BRYO Corp
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BRYO Xchange

Tokens release rule
Tokens allocated to the
private sale

Frozen four months after listing,
8% the following month, and
then 6% per month for a total
of 16 months

Tokens allocated for public
sale (ICO)

Frozen for five months after
listing, 8% the following month,
and then 7% per month for a
total period of 14 months

Marketing

Frozen for three months after
listing, then 2% per month for
a total of 50 months

Team and Advisory Board

Frozen for 24 months from the
start of the project, then 3%
per month for a total period
of 34 months

Strategy & Development

25% at the listing, then 2% per
month for a full period of 38
months

Partner

Frozen for seven months after
listing, then 4% per month
for a total of 25 months

Reserve

Frozen for 20 months after
listing, then 2% per month
for a total of 50 months.

BRYO Xchange
BRYO Corp
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BRYO Xchange

Contact us :

E-mail : support@xchange.bryocorp.com

You can also follow us on our different social media
Twitter : @XchangeBryo
Telegram : t.me/bryoxchangecanal
Facebook : @BRYOXchange2
YouTube : BRYOXchange (Bcoin)

Official website : https://xchange.bryocorp.com/

Contact us
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